
VE DAY and Belsen 

On the night that most of the German Army capitulated we were playing in a theatre 
at Emsdetten. During the show some one came in at the back of the theatre and 
called out, 'The War is over!' With one accord, the whole audience rose to its feet 
and cheered madly, it was wonderful. I don't know how we finished the show, we felt 
almost choked with emotion. I shall never forget hearing during the interval hundreds 
of happy voices singing,'Take me back to dear old Blighty', it meant so much. 
Afterwards of course we heard that the war was not completely over, but I know that 
the whole company will always look on that day as being our Victory Day. 

 

VE Day in Germany 

It was the evening of the 8th May 1945. The cessation of hostilities was due to come 
into force at 00.01 hours the following day (in effect from midnight that very night). All 
the airmen, who were off duty, assembled outside the Hitler Youth hostel. Here we 
built a huge bonfire and we sat around drinking beer. The on-duty wireless operator 
sat just outside the W/T truck in an armchair, which had been 'organized' from the 
Gasthaus. With a Sten gun at his side he was doubling up as a picket as well as 
maintaining a radio watch. A few minutes before the very moment of the cease-fire, 
the festive atmosphere was shattered by a burst of gunfire. What appeared to be a 
hostile attack caused us to scatter and dash for cover in the hostel. Airmen appeared 
at the doors and windows armed with their personal weapons at the ready. 

 

VE Day, As Seen from a Field near Venice 

There we were, in this field in the middle of nowhere, when someone on another 
tank called out 'They're going mad back home, get the BBC on your set or you'll miss 
all the fun.' I tuned in my 19 set to the Home Forces station and for the benefit of 
those outside the tank, hung all the earphones over the side of the hull. The crackle 
of the headphones soon drew a small crowd around the tank and we all listened in 
amazement to an unknown announcer describing the scene in Trafalgar Square. I 
remember quite clearly that my emotions at the time were mixed. On the one hand it 
was good to feel that perhaps some of my loved ones back home were taking part in 
the scenes that were now taking place, on the other hand I, and in hindsight, I'm sure 
most of my comrades, felt somehow cheated that we, who had 'risked life and limb' 
and had been away from home for so many years, were not there in England to 
share in the triumph. 

 

 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/81/a2951381.shtml
https://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/06/a2050606.shtml
https://www.bbc.co.uk/history/ww2peopleswar/stories/89/a2324189.shtml

